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Introduction 

As already mentioned in a previous paper in which the summer data 

were discussed (Van Hecke et al. 1976) the need was felt to analyse also 

the spring data, due to the fact that this forest distinctly shows two 

seasonal aspects. 

Consequently the results of the two studies will be compared. 

• Plant nomenclature follows De Langhe et al. (1973) 

**We are much indebted to Prof. Dr. ir. M. Van Miegroet for permission to 

work in this forest and to Prof. Dr. ir. R. Goossens for technical 

assistance. long discussions with Ir. l. Bamps (UIAl finally resulted 

in a series of computer programs, NUMECOl. These can be obtained on 

request by the first author • 
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Study area and sampling meth ods . 

For a description of the study area: see Van Hecke et al. (1976). 

Spring data are restricted to the moss layer, the lower herb layer 

(LHL: on the average less than 20 cm). the upper herb layer [UHL: on the 

average more than 20 em) and the litter: information on the two tree 

layers and the shrub layer was discarded. 

About mid-April 1976 115 quadrats of 7 m x 7 m were systematically 

laid out precisely on the same places as the summer quadrats in 1974. 

(For their coordinates. see Van Hecke et al. 1976). 

For each relev8 and each layer were recorded: 1) the real cover 

(Barkman et al. 1964) of all vascular species [56 taxa: Tab. 1) and of 

the bryophytes [handled as an anonymous group of species) on the altered 

Blaun-Blanquet scale (- 1%, 1%, 3%, 5 ~ .. 15%.35%. 60% and 65 %), 2) the to-

tal cover and height of each layer and 3) the height of the litter. 

Follm.ing the Flora-list of Van der Maarel [K.U. Nijmegen) Aach 

taxon was characterized with a code-number for computer analysis. 

Both herb layers were totally lacking in quadrat nr. 98. 

1. Classification techniques. 

1.1. Unweighted pair-group centroid method [UPGC) 

As compared to the previous paper. this analysis. now operational as 

the program CLUSWEC. remained unchanged. 

1.2. Association analysis [NAA) 

The normal or Q-mode analysis was applied (program NOAS) either to 

all taxa or to those with a constancy degree between 5 and 95%. i.e. 26 

instead of 56 taxa. The splitting up of the groups of relev8s was car

ried out 3ither with the highest [IVI or X2 • combined with a probability 

level of 1% [~ = 6.64) or 5% (~ = 3.641. 

1.3. Information analysis (IA) 

f..n analysis in 'Q-mode (normal - IA or NIA) and in R-mode (inverse IA 

or IIA) wes e~plied in the aggloMerative \~ay: those two releves or groups 

of relev6s are to be combined whose union produces the smallest gain in 

information oonts nt. \·Jhiloa in this case precense/absence data are compu

t3d. t:,,, same set of data wa s analysed in the quant i tative '" ay as descri

bed by Dale (19 711 ", 5 ). " S: t~·" fo!"r:ula 
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I (1) 

where p = the number of different taxa, n = the number of different rele

ves as compared with each other (qualitatively) or the number of subunits 

(100 or a multiple of it; quantitatively), aj = the number of quadrats with 

the jth taxon (qualitatively) or the number of subunits with the jth taxon 

(the cover percentage or their sum in the jth taxon; quantitatively). 

1.4. Minimum vsriance clustering (MVC) 

In this sum of squares method of Orloci (1967 and 1978) fusions are 

only carried out when the within group s.o.s. has been minimized and al

ternatively the between group s.o.s. maximized. 

Fusion of vegetation relev8s starts with the computation of the 

squared Euclidean distance between each pair of quadrats with normalized 

data: 

(2) 

where xij and xik are the values of the ith-species in the releves j and k 

respectively, p the number of species and 

[

p 2 ~ 112 and Vk = r xik i=l 
(3) 

Fror.l the generated D2-matrix, several Q-matrices are computed, each time 

preceded by the computation of the s.o.s. or clustering criterion defined 

as 

(4) 

where NA and Na are the number of quadrats or characters in cluster A and 

a for the minimum Q-value. The fusion-levels in the dendrogram are dic

tated by the within group s.o.s. 

For the clustering of structure-releves, the raw data are normalized 

(formulas 3) and the distance computed with the Canberra metric, 
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(5) 

where p is the number of structural features. The result is a O-matrix. 

In grouping the taxa. the raw data were neither transformed nor stan

dardized, but the same phi-coefficient was used as for the Hierarchical 

Grouping method in the previous paper resulting in a $-matrix. 

To deter~ine the optimal number of clusters, this MINVAC-program con

tains also the formula of Beale (Kendall 1972). According to Hogeweg 

(1976) an alternate formula is 

where c is the fixed ~axinal number of clusters, I. the between cluster 
~ 

(6) 

ultra~etric distance and P.. the I"ithin clus tel' ul trametric distance. As 
~ 

well B~ax as Hmax are giving the optimal number of clusters. 

2. Ordination techniques. 

2.1. Polar ordination (Bray & Curtis) modified by Beals (1965) (POB) 

For this and the following ordination techniques the data were always 

quantitatively analysed. 

After double standardization of the r~J data, the index of similarity 

is computed as 

IS l:w (7) 

where w is the smaller value 'of the species cammon in any releves-pair 

while the index of dissimilarity 10 = 100 - IS. The first reference qua

drat (A) Q~ the X-axis is the one with the lowest sum of similarities, the 

second (a) is the one with highest dissimilarity with quadrat (A). The 

first reference releve (Cl on the V-axis shows the highest value of 

e
2 

= O~ - x
2 

(a) where 0a t'".e dissimilarity is of a given quadrat from 

the first r eference quec!ra t ""j x the value of that quadrat along the 

X- axis); the second r ef., .· I f lE vi (0) is the one with the highest 
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dissimilarity with releve (Cl and which has a cotangent greater than 

5.67, thus showing a deviation from the perpendicular of no more than 10·. 

The reference r e leves (E and Fl for the Z-axis were chosen by inspecting 

all pairs of quadrats within 10% of each ather in the two dimensions and 

with B cotangent greater than 5.67, the pair with highest di ssimilarity 

is then selected (program PORCOT). 

2.2. Simple ordination or the method of the perpendicular axes (SO) 

Our program SOR adapted after Orloci (1966), transforms the raw data 

by 10g2 (n + -- 1) and computes the distances between quadrats, taxa or 

structural characters by the Euclidean ~istance: 

(9) 

where xij and x
ih 

are the values of the ith variable in the individuals j 

and h, and N the total number of variables or individuals. 80th reference 

points (R1 and R2) on the X-axis are those with the highest value in the 

02-matrix. 

The first reference point (R3) on the Y-axis is found by the highest 

2 2 -'2 
value of hj = 01j - x1j (10, cfr.section 2.1.), while the analogous 

point (R4) on the Z-axis is derived from the highest value of qj = 

[ 2 '2 '2J 1/2 01j - x1j - x2j (11 ) 

O
/. ' 2 '2 

where 1j is the distance bet ween R1 and the jth character, x1j and x2j 

the distances on the X-axis between the j th characte r and the reference 

pofnts R1 -andR2• 

The efficiency of the k th axis is given by the ratio: 

N-1 N 
I: 1: d2 

J=1 h=j+1_ kjh (12) 
N-1 N 

0
2 

I: r 
j=1 h=j+1 jh 

where dkjh = X'kj - x'kh' s elf comparisons are excluded. 
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2.3. Optimized polar ordination (OPO) 

The rpogram OPPOR includes this ordination technique. for the first 

time described by Swan. Oix & Wehrhahn (1969). 

In contrast to Simple Ordination. which uses the distant character 

(= quadrat. taxon. structural character) as a criterion for axis selectiDn 

this analysis chooses as first axis the one accounting fDr the highest 

proportion of the sum of squares for all intercharacter distances. while 

the second and subsequent axes are selected as the orthogonal components 

which account best for the residual sum of squares. 

This sum of squares for the X-axis is computed as 

S • 5 
x 

= E a 2 _ (Ea) 
2 

-P-

with P being the number of characters. and 

(13) 

(14) 

d~8 the matrix distance between the two reference points A and 8 of the 

2 2 X-axis and dAP and d
BP 

the matrix distances between a third character P 

and the two reference pOints A and B. 

The efficiency or percent extraction value for the k th axis is given 

by 

2 P x S,Sk 

E d
2 

ij ij 

uther parts of the procedure rese~ble the computation technique 

prescribed by the SO-method. including the data transformation by 

log2 (n+1). 

2.4. Position vectors ordination (PVO) 

(15) 

According to Orloci (1966. 1978) the sites (releves. taxa. struc

tural characters) are defined in terms of position vectors which represent 

directed lires to • ,"~' ; ~ S points flattened into Euclidean planes) 

from triG cgntroid ~~ace, i.e. the center of gravity of all 
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points. The first axis coincides with the position vector on which the 

sum of squared projections of all position vectors is maximum. 

From a matrix X of data. transformed by log2 (x+1). a matrix A is 

computed. using the formula 

(16) 

where aij is the value of the ith variable in the j th individual in ma-_ 

trix A. xij the same value in matrix X. xi the mean of the i th variable 

in all individuals and 5i "a factor of standardization chosen by the 

phytosociologist" (Drloci 1973:2651. 5i here is taken as 1. A new 

matrix Q • A'A is generated. 
2 

Each position vector. identified by the property 5h = L qjh/qhh 
j 

(where j.h • 1.2 •••• n). is partitioned into two orthogonal components. 

After detecting the maximum 5
h

(=5m) and computing the first set of 

co-ordinates by the property Y1 = qmh/ ~ (where h = 1.2 •.•• nl. the 

residual component is used to compute a residual matrix in order to ob

tain the subsequent axes. The procedure automatically stops when a resi

dual matrix is a zero matrix. The program PVOR again gives a measure of 

efficiency of the kth axis by the ratio: 

N '2 l: \j 
j - 1 (171 
/II 
l: qjj 
j=1 

where Ykj is the jth co-ordinate on the kth axis. N the total number -of 

variables or individuals and qjj an element in the principal diagonal 

of Q. 

All computations were carried out on the PDP 11/45 computer of the 

Universitaire Instelling Antwerpen. 
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3. Comparison of the results within each technique. 

3.1. Classification techniques. 

3.1.1. Unweighted pair-group centroid method (UPGCl 

Secause the number of taxa in this data-set was much lower, as compa

red to the summer data, all taxa were involved. Since determination was 

restricted to Phanerogams, taxa could only be found in two layers. 

Clustering the releves according to the taxa, the picture is very 

confused (Fig. 71: only the clear-cut, the wet W-corner and parts of cer

tain forest-paths are well detected. These forest elements are particu

larly characterized by the presence of Carex pilulifera and pteridium 

aquilinum (clear-cutl, the presence of Heracleum sphondylium. Poa compres

sa, Stellaria holostea and Urtica dioica (forest-pathsl, the absence of 

thel:] (W-cornerl. 

The picture given by the clustering of structure-relev8s is also par

tially confusing: many reversals hampering the interpretation are noted. 

Moreover, the height seems to play an unimportant role in the clustering. 

For practical purposes the identification of seven clusters is not possi

ble at the same similarity-level. They are roughly characterized as 

follows: cluster 1 (24 relev.l, with on the average a LHL of 2,5% cover 

and a UHL of 15% cover, is nearly restricted to the clear-cut, cluster 

2 (the largest part of the forest, 61 relev.l is practically impossible to 

interpret. not even the smaller sub-clusters: cluster 3 (2relev.!1 with no 

moss layer and a thin litter, maximally up to 5 cm, cluster 4 (6 relev., 

the wet W-corner and some parts of forest-paths with a LHL covering 60% 

or 85% and an UHL with a cover up to 5%, cluster 5 (4 relev.l with a LHL 

covering 35 or 60% and with no UHL, cluster 6 (5relev.l with no moss layer 

and a litter thicker than 5 cm, cluster 7 (11 relev.l with a LHL maximally 

covering up to 5% and no UHL. 

The similarities between the species are low to very low. again usual

ly less than 30~. Typical groups of species can not be detected. 

3.1.2. Normal association analysis UJAAl 

For a first analysis, all taxa were involved, while the splitting up 

of groups .,as carried out with the max. l:IVI combined with stopping rules 

at 5 and 1% respectively. 

~Jith the 5% stopping rule (Fig. 11. the delimitation in seven clus

ters seems appropriAt.: cluster 1 (4 relev.l is characterized by Aegopo

diurn podagraria, c,~ ',': <: (17 relev., the wet W-corner and a considerable 
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part along the brooklet) by Ranunculus ficaria. cluster 3 (22 relev.: es

pecially t'dO interior parts of the forest) by Lamium galeobdolon and Poly

gonatum multlflorum. cluster 4 (11 relev. ) by L. galeobdolon and by the 

absence of P. mult1florum, cluster 5 (9relev./ the clear-cut) by Oeschamp

sia cespltosa, cluster 6 (21 relev./ dominant especially in the southern 

area of the forest) by Anemone nemorosa and cluster 7 (29 relev.: especi

ally the dry N-corner, the SE-border of the forest and the SE-one of the 

clear-cut) by the absence of all species just mentioned. 

With the 1% stopping rule (Fig. 2), partitioning in seven clusters 

seems agaln to be appropriate: cluster 1 (9 relev.) 1s characterized by 

Heracleum "sphondyl1um and resembles much the former clusters 1 and parti

ally 21 cluster 2 (12 relev.), with R. ficaria resembles partially the 

former cluster 2. cluster 3 (20 relev.) with A.nemorosa, P. multiflorum 

and L. galeobdolon is very similar to the former cluster 3: cluster 4 

(15 relev.), characterized by A. nemorosa and P. multiflorum and the ab

sence of L. galeobdolon is partially similer to the former cluster 6: 

cluster 5 (15 relev.). with A.nemorosa resembles the former clusters 6 

(partially) and 4: finally, cluster 6 (6relev.) and 7 (34 relev.) have 

characters as the former clusters 5 and 7 respectively. 

As a consequence, the two stopping rules are very similar in the 

identification of the clear-cut, the N- and SW-corners, the SE-borders of 

forest and clear-cut and two interior parts (centred around the releves 

nrs. 6 and 64 respectively) of the forest. However, the wet W-corner + 

brooklet and the NE-border are best outlined by stopping rule 1% and the 

southern forest-border by 5%. As a whole the two pictures are only 

slightly different. 

In the next step, the commonest and the rarest taxa are eliminated 

so that only species with a presence between 5 and 95% are involved 

which reduces their number from 56 to 26 • the splitting up of groups is 

carried out with the highest value of rlvl and both stopping rules are 
applied. In the case of 5% six releves cannot be clustered, in the case 

of 1% the ·clear-cut" cluster is enlarged by additioning of releves from 

its direct neighbourhood, the pic-nic sites and the NE-corner. Compared 

to the pictures in which all taxa were used the 1%-ones differ in a some

what greater but not so considerable extent, the same conclusion applies 

to the sUb-dividing species. 

When using. as last step. the highest value of E i in the sorting 

procedure, but retaining the 26 taxa and both stopping rules, the res~lts 
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are quite identical to those of the previous steps described. 

3.1.3. Information analysis (IAJ 

Using the taxa to cluster the releves the qualitative analysis (Figs. 

3 and 5) reveals the existence of four clusters. already found by previous 

analysEs. The clear-cut (cluster 1. extended to 20 releves) reflects the 

most s~aci8s-poor vegetation of the forest and is characterized by the 

(nearly) total absence of taxa like Anemone nemorosa. Lamium galeobdolon 

and Polygonatum multiflorum and the (not-overall) presence of Care x pilu

lifera. The soutern forest-border (cluster 2 with 32 releves) is distin

guished by a rather strong presence of Athyrium filix-femina. and the 

complete absence of Lonicera pericly __ menuml the wet W-corner (cluster 3 

with only 6 releves) by Paris quadrifolia and Primula elatior and the 

forest-part vegetation (cluster 6 with 13 relevas. by far the most spe

cies-rich on8) by e.g. Stellaria holostea. Heracleum sphondylium. Poa 

compress a and Urtica dioica. The remaining two clusters (4 and 5. each 

with 22 releves) represent the W- and E-part of the forest but are very 

poorly characterized. namely by Endymion non-scriptus and Blechnum spi

cant (pretty well confined to the W-part) respectively. However. the 

quantitative analysis is just capable to detect: firstly the clear-cut 

(reduced to 7 releves) with the highest cover-values for pteridium aqui

Unum. and second ly the wet ~J- corner (6relevBs) with a lower cover of 

Anemone nemorosa and a higher cover of Ranunculus ficaria (as compared to 

the reduced cluster of 7 releves which is confined to the vegetation-

type of some forest paths). 

Using the structural characters quantitatively (Fig. 4) the vegeta

tion of clear-cut. wet \oJ-corner and some forest-paths reappears clearly. 

In the former the upper herb layer displays a cover of usually 35% and 

the lower one a cover from 1 to 3% usuallYI in the latter the cover of 

the lower herb layer fluctuates from 60 to 85%. this of the upper one is 

insignificant. A third cluster reflects a vegetation-type which is mainly 

developed in the SW-corner and along the SE-forest border: both the upper 

and the lower herb layer are very poorly developed. The releves of the 

remaining three clusters are very dispersed i.e. they are not restricted 

to well-defined arEas in the forest. 

In contra&~ tc the result of the two normal information analy~s dis

CUSS9d abc'.J9 .. the clustering of taxa or the inverse information analysis 

produced no ecologically meaningful groups. 
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3.1.4. Orloci's sum of square, clustering technique. 

When accounting for all species in order to define as well as possi

ble the different vegetation-areas in the forest (Figs. 6 and 51, a sur

prisingly clear picture of the releves has been obtained, reflected by 

eight clusters: cluster 1 (7relev.1 with on the average the highest cover

values of Hedera helix and a regular presence of 8l9chnum spicant; clus

ter 2 (8 relev.1 wherein pteridium aquilinum is totally absent, cluster 3 

(10 relev.1 with cover-values of Holcus mollis regularly ~ 5%, cluster 4 

with a much higher presence-degree of Anemone nemorosa, Hedera helix and 

Sorbus aucupatia ~nd on the average a remarkably higher cover of Rubus 

spec. (unli"ke cluster 51. cluster 6 (11 relev.J where P.aqullinum regu

larly shows cover-values of 15 and 35%, Acer pseudoplatanus is totally 

absent and Carex pilulifera occurs four times out of seven over the whole 

forest. cluster 7 (25 relev.1 where Anemone nemorosa is always present 

and regularly shows values of ) 15% and to which species like Arum macu

latum. Poa compressa and Primula elatior are very strictly limited, 

cluster 8 (23 relev.1 with no specificity. Generally speaking, the pic

ture is giving a series of well-defined homogeneous vegetation-types, 

except in the middle of the forest. Assuming that no more than 10 clus

ters would be distinguished in this technique. 8eale's formula recommends 

two clusters as optimal number, but Hogeweg's formula ten. 

The picture given by the clustering of structure-relev8s is, once 

more. rather confused. i.e. not any cluster is spatially very restricted. 

Cluster 3 e.g. has a lower herb layer with a cover usually below 3% and 

an upper herb layer with cover usually 15 to 35%, this time cluster 3 is 

not restricted to the clear-cut. Cluster 2 (46 relev.l I-Jherein both lo

wer and upper herb layer shows a cover of maximally 5%, is dispersed 

over the Whole forest but the N- and the NE-corner are remarkably well 

separated. Comparing the results of the two optimality formulas, the 

difference is more realistic: they confirm the existence of 5 and 7 clus

ters respectively. 

Customarily, the clustering of taxa has given a meagre result, al

though the forming of the first groups occurred already at the similarity

level of about 55%. 
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3.2. Ordination techniques. 

3.2.1. Polar ordination (Bray & Curtis) modified by Beals (POB) 

In ordlnating the vegetation-releves using species. it is quite 

clear that distinguishing groups as in the preceding classification me

thods is impossible. Moreover. the distribution of releves along the 

X-axis is unilaterally shifted so that a correlation with some gradient 

cannot be expected. Along the Y-axis however. a structural gradient is 

appearing. The highest scored group (1) represents particularly species 

from the upper herb layer. i.e. Pteridium aquilinum and Rubus spec. 

where the former one 1s outstanding by both presence and cover. The 

central group (2) is especially characterized by taxa both from lower 

and upper herb layer. namely Hedera helix and Rubus spec. respectively. 

where the former is predominant. In the lower herb layer Anemone nemo

rosa and Polygonatum multiflorum mainly point out the lowest scored group 

(3) where the former one of course is giving by far the highest cover

values. Group (1) is obviously confined to the clear-cut and the dry 

N-corner. group (3) chiefly to the eastern part of the forest. The 

YZ- and ZX-configuration do not give any additional information. 

Starting from structural characters six well-defined groups of re

leves are formed. The affinities along the X-axis are obscured but the 

gradient is once more clear along the Y-axis: both cover and height of 

the upper herb layer are gradually changing viz. decreasing. The clear

cut and some releves from the wet \1-corner and the forest-paths are gi

ving. on the average. high values when compared to the rest of the forest. 

whereas a group of releves in the eastern part (between the picnic site 

and the brooklet). the dry northern part of the center and some releves 

in the wet W-corner. do not have an upper herb layer at all. More in

formation is not yielded by the configurations on the other axes. 

Trying to distinguish groups of species seems to be speculative. 

3.2.2. Si~ple ordination (SO) 

In the I/II-configuration the grouping of relev8s-based on the use 

of taxa- is clearly depicted along the abscis but rather obliquely. The 

gradient is largely dependent on species highly representative for an 

important structural character. i.e. the heirht of the herb layer. 

Group 1 (13 relev.: the wet l1-corner and parts of some forest-paths) is 

typifi'od by lower herb layer-species like Anemone nemorosa. Lamium gale

obdolon. Ranunculus ficaria and in a lesser degree by Arum maculatum. 
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Primula elatior and Poa compressa. The group at the othe r end of the 

gradient (5: 7 relev.l is particularly characterized by upper herb layer

species like Pteridium aGuilinum and Rubus spec.: in this clear-cut vege

tation P. aquilinum has by far the highest cover values. In going from 

both ends to the middle group (78 releves respresenting a mixture of lo

wer- and upper herb layer-taxa without any dominance), two groups are no

ted. one (6 relevesl where Anerr~ne nerr~rosa and Lamium galeobdolon show 

a high presence degree but on the average low quantities, the other (3 

relev.) w1th Rubus spec. as the most dominant taxon and much less fre

quent Pteridium aquilinum. 

In ' the II/III-configuration the group of nine releves 1s fully ab

sorbed by the middle group but a sixth cluster (10 relv.l evolves from 

this middle group: in diminishing order are here Holcus mollis, Hedera 

helix and Oxalis acetosella the most representative taxa. This vegeta

tion-type is nearly entirely restricted to the SE-corner of the forest. 

As a consequence, the general situation is represented best by the 1/111-

configuration (Fig. 9): the axis efficiency is. for I - II - III, 3.90, 

0.21 and 14.75% respectively. which gives a total efficiency of 18.85 %. 

These results are obtained from transformed data but without 

transformation the picture is very unsatisfying and difficult to interpret. 

From transformed structural characters originate five rather well

defined releves-clusters, of which four indicate a structural gradient 

along the abscis (I/II-configuration). Going from cluster 3 (the wet 

W-corner • some forest path-relevesl over cluster 4 (the least characte

rized part covering nearly half of the forest) and cluster 2 to cluster 1 

(the clear-cutl. the cover of the upper herb layer is on the average in

creasing, while this of the lower one is on the average decreasing. The 

fifth relev8s-cluster is found along the high scored positive part of 

axis II; it totally lacks the upper 'herb layer and gives low to very low 

cover values in the lower one. Finally. seven quadrats with outstanding 

cover-combinations do not fit in any described cluster. 

The efficiency of the axes I - II - III is 17.05. 74.71 and 0.03% 

respectively: the total efficiency is consequently 91.79%. 
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3.2.3. Optimized polar ordination [OPol 

Analyzing the quadrats on their species scores the first two axes 

[Fig. 101 account for nearly the same amount of variation. namely 21.12% 

and 21.84%. which is about twice the variation of the third axis 

[10.90%1. The gradient is essentially characterized by Anemone nemorosa. 

whose cover is regularly decreasing from 35 - 60% (cluster 11 to 0 or 

0.1% [clusters 5 and 61. Although six clusters are formed as such. only 

two can be readily detected in the field. Cluster 1 [10 relev.l where 

Anemone nemorosa depicts the highest cover percentages and where Arum 

maculatum and Poa compressa are very typical: this vegetation is again 

encountered in the wet W-corner and along some forest paths near the 

brooklet. Cluster 5 [15 relev.l- referring to the major part of the 

clear-cut and the SE-edge of the forest-includes either Pteridium aqui

linum or Rubus spec. as predominant- both always present- and Carex pi

lulifera as very typical taxon. The distribution of the other groups is 

very heterogeneous. 

When grouping structure-relev8s. somewhat more variation is accoun

ted for by axis I compared to axis II. namely 46.98 to 31.16%: 91.04 % 

is the total efficiency ratio of the three axes. Surprisingly. eleven 

clusters can be easily distinguished on the graph: axis I as well as 

axis II are clearly showing two structural gradients. On the former 

clusters 5 - 11 are situated: the UHL-cover remains very constant 

[0 or 0.1%1 but the LHL-cover is steadily decreasing from 60 - 65% 

[cluster 11 to 0 - 0.1% [cluster 111. On the latter the four remaining 

clusters are found. While the LHL-cover is irregularly fluctuating be

tween 0 and 65%. the UHL-cover gradually decreases from 35% to 1%. As 

such the maximal cover percentages are higher in the LHL. Very homoge

neously are appearing the clear-cut [cluster 11 and the vegetation of the 

N-corner and east of it [about half of cluster 111. somewhat less clearly 

the wet ~'J-corner and some forest-paths (cluster 51. 

3.2.4. Position vectors ordination (PVGl 

Using species to investigate the grouping af relev~s in space. the 

coordinates for five axes are calculated. The efficiency ratios are 

4a.16%. 16.77% and 7.45% for the first. second and third axis respecti

vely. There is obviously a tendency to more dense clustering towards the 
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part of the first axis with t~e highest scores (Fig.11). due to a decrea

sing species diversity in the subsequent clusters. diminishing from an 

average of 12.4 species in cluster 1 to 5,7 in cluster 7. The gradient 

is again characterized by the gradually decreasing COVEr percentages of 

Anemone nemorosa: cluster 1 has values of 35 or 60 %, with typical compa

nions like Arum maculatum and Poa compressa and rather typical ones like 

Primula elatior, Ranunculus ficaria and Heracleum sphondylium,while in 

cluster 5 AnemonE nemorosa scarcely reaches 0.1% cover. In contrast to the 

second axis a gradient is reflected on the third axis also. pteridium 

aqullinum • . .first absent or showing a very low cover (0.1%) and always do

minated by the higher cover of Rubus spec. (up to 15%) which is always 

present. becomes gradually dominating (up to 35% whereas Rubus spec. never 

disappears). Clusters 5. 6 and 7 are nearly exclusively involved here. 

Thisanalysis results in the detection of the wet W-corner + some forest 

paths (cluster 1), the clear-cut + SE-edge of the forest (cluster 6), the 

NW-corner + N-edge of the clear-cut + part of the SE-corner (cluster 7J. 

The analysis of structural features provides the highest total of 

efficiency ratios, namely 94.73%: axis I accounts for 58.00%, axis II for 

27.38% and axis III for 9.35%. The tendency to dense clustering in the 

high scored part of axis I (see also Orloci 1966) is more pronounced as 

compared to the quadrat-clustering. The gradient exposed along the axis 

I reflects a double one: from cluster 1 to 5 the lHl-cover is regularly 

decreasing while the UHl-cover constantly remains very low and from clus

ter 6 to 10 the UHl-cover at its turn is permanently diminishing combined 

with a very low or lacking lHl-cover. The second axis is reflecting a 

decreasing lHL-height from the high negative scores to the high positive 

ones. At any rate, the wet W-corner + some forest paths (cluster 1). the 

clear-cut (cluster 6), the N-corner (cluster SJ and the small corner east 

of it (cluster 10) are readily identified. 
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4. Cornpariscc and discussion of the results of the different techniques. 

4.1. Classification. 

4.1.1. RelevES-erouping with taxa. 

NAA. baing the only divisive classification method used. gives more 

than sufficient results. Irrespective as to whether the total nurnber of 

species is r!aintair18d or reduced and a~ to whether max i: I V I or max. ~X2 

are chosen to increase the homoeensity-level of the quadrat-groups. with 

a stopping-rule of 5% or 1%. the S2me veeetation-types can be well deli

mited (cfr.:3.1.2. J. In practice "",,,ever only five types can be retained 

because of their recognition in the field. There is one exception how

ever: with all the taxa involved. max. [Iv! as the association parameter 

and 1-% as stepping rule, the wet Ill-cornEr shows a higher degree of homo

geneity and the quadrats =010"£ the =l'ooklet are more distinctly separated 

in two clusters. That rsans that this NAA-variant results in six detec

table ve~etation-typ=os. So we can agree with the opinion of Pritchard & 

A.,:;srsor, (1871) in th9i:-- ~tudy on heath land and grassland conununiti6s that 

~AA can affectively relate th3 groups to the sites. In both variants 

'-J,",ere all species are included in the analysis. some quadrats like nr. 107 

are not classified. 

COr:\par~d to rH,F" norrlal IA (NII',J does reflect a rather different 

picture: g.E. not any r'2lev§ along the brooklet seems to be related to 

the ,"e: l.J-corner. the N-corner falls apart in two clusters. the 51-i-corner 

has lost its identity while the clear-cut-cluster shows a great expansion 

.J1th basically a negative charactgrization. Because we are obviously in

terest;>d in :~e upper-level clustgrs of N(,A and ~JJA. we can make Lan-bert 

& \.Ji 111ams' (19'36] opinion neverthe less ours where they conclude that 

"aSSOCiation-analysis will probably 5erve his pur'pose almost as well as 

inforfTla~~on-analysi5". For very different vegetations Ivimey-Cook B.a. 

(1875J and Wsb~ e.o. (19671 reached very similar conclusions. The use of 

"uanti~ativg multistate instgad of binary characters is disappointing: it 

looks 1!~9 this NIf-proc~dure should not be suitable for data which con

teir'3 -:88 i":".u::~ infcrmation (Orlocj 1956). 

Between ths two rer.lOinjng classification techniqUES. UPGC and MVC. 

the results are unquestionably in favour of the latter. MVC produces the 

gr9atest nur.~~r of clusters recof.nizable in the forest. In contrast to 

Grigal ~ ~Gjdstein (1971) no reversals are noted jn our dendrogram (but 

Sgg .<'1 .... 2. 
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Finally, after comparison with the analyses making use of the infor

mation statistic, we have to agree with Burr (1970) when he is stating 

that Sum of Squares clustering can be preferred sometimes. 

" 4.1.2. Relev8s-grouping with structural characters. 

Obviously this grouping ''lith such a limited nurrber of variables can 

only be quantitative. A small nurrber of clusters can be located to cer

tain sites in the forsst, whereas the other ones are highly intermingled, 

as such creating a very heterogeneous picture; NIA is somewhat better 

than MVC-oand UPGC. The MVC-dendrogram is showing two reversals occurring 

in thE lower-level groupings. 

4.1.3. The optimel nurrber of clusters. 

Authors like Bottomley (1971) and orloci (1970) have thoroughly dis

cussed the unsuitability of using the one-tailed )(-distribut1on as a sig

nificance test, as proposed by Field (1969), e.g. because postulating a 

reasonable null hypothesis for subsequent tests is impossible. For this 

reason, we had to recourse to the formulas of Beale and Hogeweg. Up till 

now the former has been more often applied (Van Hecke 8.a., 1976), conse

quently we may conclude with caution that the latter is giving less satis

faction. 

4.2. Ordination 

Although the first aim of ordination is to relate the quadrats in 

space to certain gradients located on the (orthogonaIJaxes, attention will 

also be paid to the nuooer of vegetation-t.ypes which can be detected. 

4.2.1. Relev8s-ordination with taxa. 

Undoubt.edly, PoB produces the least satisfying results: only on~_ 

cluster is distinct and one height-gradient on the Y-axis. From the 

other three ordination techniques, a smaller number of clusters -identi

fiable in the field - can be extracted as compared to the classification 

procedures. 

Moreover, SO an oro are able to discover a height- and a cover-gra

dient respGctivGly on the first and second axis only, PVo however shot-'S 

a cover-gradient both on 1.I1G first and third axes. FurthGrmore, the total 

variation, extracted for the first three axes in PVO and OPO. accounts 



for fo~~ rssp. thr2 ~ t !~~5 t ~d t i~ ~ =. Therefore, our findings concer-

ning the ana!~58s SO, CPO and ?V: : ~rpletgly confirm Orloci's (1966) con

clusion that [ radient . ~r a morB e~a ~~re obscured with declining the 2f-

ficiency :-cti:;~. S~m:' ~= r} Y::=3 i , \ - :'5 study, the first axis in SO does 

not G9c2£S6~ily e xtract t h~ Jre 6~e2 ~ i~~ount of variation. This is parti

cularly due t o the fac t th at tn e c~ oice of the axes is based on reference 

stands insteac of on t heir rela ti'/e importances. which i nevi tably results 

in a loss of crdination efiicisncy: the a xes do not coincide with the 

direction of r:1axi",al var i ation (j\ustin & Orloci 1966). We agree 

with t~.O! op::'~ion of ;'! c. y-I~e :r (19771 that the direction of the axes through 

the paint space differs vsry sli ~htly between OPO and PVOI whereas both 

methods maximize the same criterion, namely the sum of squared projec

tions, tRB additional constraint "hich requires axes to pass through one 

(ar t.JO points) na s li ttle influ8')c8. 5ti 11 more explicit as in 50, as 

stated by Bannister (1968), spO!cies-rich quadrats show greater inter-

stand distanc es 35 speci9s-poor ones (with only species of very low cover

abuncancs) .I. ', t h2 fi r-:;;t t"::J -a x~s cc~~izurations of the DPO- and PVO-me-

thods. 

4 .2.2. FE~ev~5-or~i n a~ion wit~ str~2tural characters. 

W~!!g t~O! ~:[ - ~e c ~ n ~~u& !3 g ~v~ng three sharply defined field-clus

ters. the oth&r t,~ree ere not much Gore successful and produce only four 

and invari ab ly the same 'Ie 11 identi fiab Ie vegetation-types. In addition. 

in the 50- ordination seven quadrats are isolated, more or less grouped 

tut without close relationship. 

In detectinG s t ~~c : ~r~ l Ered' 8~ts. the results of POS and 50 are 

very similcr, a xcept f o r ~!-,e exes ;'(-axis in BOP, first axis in SO). 

Althoug~ thg totel ps rc9nt ext raction value for the first three axes in 

the ~PO- an~ PVO te ~ ~ n~ ~u6S ere VE ~~ high and only very slightly diffe

rent. th& r=s'Jlts e ~C, r,<:'t ~U ::' ~9 s ::'- ::' ler: "hile OPO can distinguish a 

cover-gY'~di~r''': on c;,:i:ls ~ ~:1 d I:!: J :-'.= is showing a double cover-gradient 

on the fir3~ ~nd a hgi Eht-~rad i~nt on the second axis. Consequently. 

PVO produc5s ~9tter results as Has the case in the ordination with taxa. 
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5. Comparison of the spring and summer forest. 

Because in spring very few trees or shrubs have leaves. only the 

taxa of both herb layers are involved. In summer. the shrub and the only 

herb layer are dealt with jointly [Van Heeke e.a. 1976). Consequently. 

spring and summer data are partially comparable. Moreover. merely the 

UPGC- and NAA-methods are applied in both studies. 

While for the UPGC-technique the summer forest exhibits four well 

identifiable vegetation-types in the field. namely (1) certain forest 

paths. (2) the wet W-corner. (3) the dry N-corner and (4) the clear-cut. 

only vege,tation-type (3) and parts of (1) cannot be recovered in the 

spring forest (Fig. 7). This is not surprising for vegetation-type (3). 

for it is neither in summer nor in spring characterized by taxa from 

the herb layer. The parts of (1) are directly related to the vegetation 

of the wet W-corner. but the releves nrs. 12. 24. 58. 65. 68. 81 and 83 

have disappeared since they do not show any typical spring-taxon of high 

cover-abundance. In this way. the spring forest seems less differentia

ted as compared to the summer forest. 

The reverse seems to be true when applying NAA. as well with the 

5%- as with the 1%-stopping rule. Besides the clear-cut. the spring

picture of 5% [Fig.1) still shows the SW-corner + the western E-part. the 

SE-border of the clear-cut. the dry N-corner + the SE-forest-border. the 

two forest-parts around the quadrats nrs. 84 and 8. The 1% [Fig. 2) pic

ture reflects clearly besides the clear-cut, the wet W-corner. the dry 

N-corner. and the SW-corner. also vegetations from the two forest-parts 

around the quadrats nrs. 84 and 8. the SE-corner and the NE-forest-border. 
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Summary 

From 115 quadrats, laid out in the same way and on the same coordi

nates as described in a first paper, cover-abundance and height data were 

collectsd in apri 1 1976 on se ~ax2, belonging to the upper and lower herb 

layer. on t~9 moss layer as a whole and on the litter. They were sub

mitted to four classification metnods. namely Unweighted pair-group cen

troid technique (UPGC). normal Association analysis (NAA) , agglomerative 

normal and inverse Information analysis (NIA and IIA), Minimum variance 

clustering (MVC), and to four ordi~ation methods, namely Beals' Polar 

ordination [POS), Simple ordination (SO), Optimized polar ordination 

(OPO) and Position vectors ordination (PVO). 

The only divisive method (NAA) produces more than sufficient re

sults: they are slig:-.tly better "Iith the 1%-stopping rule especially when 

no species reduction is involved. NAA and NIA give quite similar results. 

From the three agglomerative techniques. the greatest number of vegeta

tion-clusters (7). recognizable in the field. has been obtained with MVC. 

the paDres: ;Jicture ho\-;ever by ~SC. With regard to the forest-structure. 

the bE tter re5ul ts c :''' ,.Ji th fie ~. , followed by MVC. Moreover. NIA applied 

in a c uanti tativ8 ,"cy. is less 2opropriate. The outcome of species 

The ordi~ation resul~5 cbtained by OPO and PVO are unmistakably 
fror.l 

better as compared to those ~G8 and SO. as well in discovering gradients 

as clusters. the gradients particularly reflect changes ~ cover-abun

dance and height. In the ordination of vegetation-quadrats. the total 

of the efficiency ratios extracted for the first three axes in PVO and 

GPO are respec:lveiy four and three times higher than with SO. Concer

ning the structure-quadrats. the percentage extraction values are very 

high and very alike. 

Cow~2ring the spring- with the summer-forest. UPGC distinguishes 

more identifie:;,le v",getatior.-~y;ss in the summer data. NAA on the contra

ry in th spring data. 
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Samenvatting 

In april 1976 werden op dezelfde plaatsen als in 1974 (Van Hecke et 
al •• 1976) opnieuw 115 proefvlakken uitgelegd. Bedekking en hoogte wer
den bepaald op de hogere en lagere kruidlaag, de mos- en strooisellaag; 
56 Phanerogamen werden ontmoet. Naast de struktuur werd ook de vegetatie
samenstelling geanalyseerd m.b.v. vier klassifikatie- en vier ordinatie
technieken. 

Verge Ie ken met de agglomeratieve norma Ie Informatieanalyse (NIA) 
verschaft de (divisieve)normale Associatieanalyse (NAA) evengoede resul
taten; opnieuw levert in NAA de haltdrempel van 1% wat duidelijker groe
pen op als die van 5%. 

Vergeleken met de overige beide agglomeratieve technieken, nl. "Un
weighted pair-group centroid method (UPGC)" en "Orloci' s Sum of Squares 
clustering technique" of "Minimum variance clustering" (MVC), neemt NIA 
een middenpositie in voor de opbouw van het vegetatiebeeld; MVC levert 
het grootste aantal in-het-veld-herkenbare clusters. Betreffende de 
bosstruktuur haalt NIA het op MVC. Toegepast op een kwantitatieve manier 
is NIA minder geschikt. 

Ontegensprekelijk geven "Optimized Polar Ordination" (OPO) en "Posi
tion Vectors Ordination"(PVO) bet ere resultaten dan "Beals' Polar Ordina
tion" (POB) en "Simple Ordination" (SO). In de ordinat1e van vegetatie
opnamen ligt de variantie. vastgelegd op de eerste drie assen, 4 x res
pektievelijk 3 x hoger in PVO en OPO als in SOl voor de struktuuropnamen 
l1ggen de drie variantiewaarden veel hoger maar verschillen onderling 
zeer weinig. 

V~~r de analyse van de zornervegetaties is UPGC geschikter dan NAA, 
maar het omgekeerde is waar voor de lentegegevens. 

Resume 
Cent quinze quadrats ont ete systematiquement espacss en avril 1976 

aux ~mes endroits de la fOret qu'en 1974 (Van Hecke et al., 1976). Des 
donnees. relatives au recouvrement et a la hauteur. ont ete recoltees 
sur 56 Phanerogames dans les deux strates herbacees, ainsi que dans les 
strates de bryophytes et de la litiere. Nous avons enalyse la composi
tion vegetale et la structure forestiere a l'aide de quatre methodes de 
classification et de quatre methodes d' ordination.-

Les resultats, obtenus par l'analyse norma Ie des associations inter
specifiques (NAA) et par celIe de l'information agglomerative (NIA). sont 
tres bien comparables; de nouveau la delimitation des groupes chez NAA 
est un peu mieux au seuil de 1% qu's celIe de 5%. 

Comparee a deux autres techniques agglomeratives. notarrrnent "Un
weighted pair-group centroid method" (UPGC) et "Orloci' s Sum of Squar9S-
clustering technique" ou "Minimum variance clustering" (MVC). NIA occupe 
une position intermediaire en ce qui concerns la classification des rele
ves; MVC produit Ie plus grand nombre d'unites de vegetation reconnais
sables dans Ie terrain. Considerant la structure forestiere, NIA est 
plus effective que MVC. Appliquee d'une fa90n quantitative NIA nous 
para1t moins valab18. 

Les rssultats obtenus par "Optimized polar ordination" (OPO) et 
"Position vectors ordination" (PVO) sont incontestablement beaucoup 
mieux que ceux par "Beals' polar ordination" (POB) et "Simple ordina
tion" (SO). En pla9ant dans 1 'espace l3S releves de vligetation. la vari
ance, 8xtraite des premieres trois axes de PVO et OPO, surpasse quatre 
respectivement trois fois celIe de SO; effectuant l'ordination des rele
ves de structure, les trois valeurs de variance sont beaucoup plus gran
des msis di f~ rent entre eux fort peu. 
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En ce GU~ co~c~r~8 Iss ~cn n~s5 9stivales de 1974, l'anal yse s'effec
tUB mieux par '_PGC 2c....8 ~2:- "jP,,~,; en c e qui concern8 les donnees printanie
res de 1975~ G~ peu~ COGst3~e~ 18 contraire. 
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l'able 1. Taxa, found in the "/lalmaeseneiebas" (G':>ntrade: 50°40' N., 3°48' E,) in mid-April 1976, 
wi th their cadenumbBrs. 

~cer psnudoplatanu~ 

Adoxa moschatcllinB 
/legaporlium podacrariQ 
I\r:;"i.mollia eupatoria 
A!·.l·as t .i s can ina 
/ljuea rl3ptans 
Anemona nemorosa 
Anthriscus sylvA. tria 
Arctium minus 
Arrhenaterum elDtjlJs 
Arum mnculatum 
Athyrium filix-f8mina 
Blechnum spicant 
Caltha palustris 
Cardamine pratensis 
Carex plluli fera 
Car8x r8mata 
Carex strigosa 
Carex sylvatica 
Carylus avellana 
oeschampsia cespitasa 
oryapteris dilatata 
oryapteris carthusiana 
Filipendula ulmaria 
Galium aparine 
Glechoma heonracea 
Hedera helix 
Heracleum sphondylium 
Holcus mallis 

0002 
0010 
0011 
0013 
fli1 16 
0024 
[)tl56 

n070 
nOU4 
f'm16 
n1D3 
0119 
0146 
0187 
0205 
0251 
0258 
0263 
0264 
0366 
0397 
0419 
0426 
0526 
0546 
0582 
0598 
0607 
0632 

Humulus lupulus 
JUIlCIIS effucus 
Lamium ~aleobdolon 
Lonieera periclymenum 
LllzUJ iJ pilasa 
Lysirnachia vulr,L1I'is 
Maianttll':!mum hifolium 
01'111 UlOl:iJlum umb"llatum 
n ,.: .d is acetasella 
f", ,. i" Iluadri fa] i" 
f)fj ,: DrlttUA 

I'au compressa 
Paa trivial1s 
Polyganatum multiflorum 
Primula elatiar 
Pteridium aquilinum 
Pyrala ratundifalia 
Ranuneulus fiearia 
Ranunculus repens 
Rumex obtusifalius 
Sambucus nigra 
Endymian nan-scriptus 
Sarbus aucupar1a 
Stachys sylvatica 
Stellaria halos tea 
Teucrium scoradonia 
Urti ca diaica 
Vinca minor 
Rubus spec, 

063Ll 
0680 
0702 
075~ 

o77[) 
fJ70~ 

n78l; 
nens 
o£)n~) 

0920 
0852 
09SS 
0959 
0964 
1014 
1022 
1034 
1047 
1056 
1101 
1133 
1151 
1227 
1246 
1249 
1273 
1321 
1377 
1402 

N ... 
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Fig. 1. Normal Association analysis (NAA): distribution of vegetation
releves. Subdivision at the probability level of 5%. 
Cluster symbols: 8 = cluster 1, ~ cluster 2,. cluster 3, 
® = cluster 4, ® = cluster 5, ..t.. = cluster 6, (%) = cluster 7, 
o = cluster 8. 

Fig. 2. Like Fig. 1, but at the probability level of 1%. 

Fig. 3. Normal Information analysis (NIA): distribution of vegetation
releves, using the presence - absence scores of taxa. Cluster 
symbols: see Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

Fig. B. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8 . 

Fig. 9. 

Normal Information analysis (NIA): distribution of structure
releves, using the structural characters quantitatively. 
Cluster symbols: see Fig. 1. 

Normal Information analysis (NIA): dendrogram of vegetation
releves. Dashed line: level on Fig. 3. Number-row: number of 
vegetation-releves. 

Minimum variance clustering (MVC): dendrogram of vegetation-re
leves. Dashed line: level on Fig. 8. See further Fig. 5. 

Unweighted pair-group centroid method (UPGC): distribution of 
vegetation-releves. Cluster symbols: see Fig. 1. 

Minimum variance clustering (MVC): distribution of vegetation
releves. Cluster symbols: see Fig. 1. 

Simple ordination (SO: Perpendicular axes technique). Point 
space composed of vegetation-releves, axes I and III. * = replaces 48 releves. Symbols: see Fig. 1. 

Fig. 10. Optimized polar ordination (OPO): Point space composed of vege
tation-relev8s, axes I and II. * = replaces 28 releves. Symbols: see Fig. 1. 

Fig. 11. Position vectors ordination (PVO): Point space composed of vege
tation-releves, axes I and II. * = replaces 26 releves. Symbols: see Fig. 1. 
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